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Truckload
G&D’s fleet program provides high quality
transportation management and oversight,
enabling you to allocate your staff and
resources on other business operations.

As an asset-based company, we have our own extensive fleet of power units, chassis, trailers,
flatbeds, curtain sides and customized equipment. We maintain a fleet of over 450 trucks and
2,600 trailers and process approximately 10,000 material moves per week throughout our
network. Our experienced pool of drivers ensures efficient and professional service for a wide
range of transportation needs.

Truckload
Experience the benefits of our
Truckload services:
EXPERTISE

G&D Integrated has over 100 years
experience serving a variety of industries
including Fortune 50 companies. G&D
was recently named a “Top 25 Dedicated
Contract Carrier” by Transport Topics.1
Dependability and increased reliability with
our asset-based fleet means we will show
up on time and help clients get the right
product to the right place at the right time.
SUSTAINABILITY

We are an industry leader in renewable
energy, through our use of biodiesel, which
helps the environment with lower emissions
and improved fuel-efficiency and ultimately
translates into cost savings for our clients.
We are also recognized as a SmartWay®
Transport Partner.
FLEET MANAGEMENT

We maintain a modern fleet with a
coordinated approach to ongoing fleet
replenishment assuring increased safety,
security and efficiency for your loads.
We internally manage all equipment
procurement, fuel and expertly maintain
our own fleet to ensure greater control
and safety.

Consider G&D Integrated Truckload
services if you need:
Committed capacity

REGULATORY

We handle all regulatory compliances (CSA,
HOS, DOT, EPA)
SAFETY

Industry leading service levels

We consistently maintain industry leading
CSA safety scores ranking in the top 2% of
our peer group for safe driving.2

Greater reliability and efficiency
A provider to manage tight
delivery windows to meet critical
manufacturing requirements

We provide comprehensive and ongoing
driver training and safety management.
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A flexible transportation partner
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